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Abstract: The rationale behind this review article is based on the identification of candidate genes in linkage analysis by using in-silico strategies. In recent development, it is noted that computational approaches are widely used to find out disease-causing genes. This is achieved by applying various greedy algorithms, which are constructed either on mathematical modeling, or computational search and alignment methods, or both. The advantage of computer-assisted techniques is that, it reduces the search domain of disease-causing genes which may comprise of 100 to 1000's candidate genes mapped on a single locus. In this context, the common criterion for in-silico candidate-gene identification relies on gene ontology, protein-protein interaction, sequence based features, functional annotation, data mining, and microarray-expression data. In addition to improve the disease-causing genes identification, development of disease-predicting software by incorporating existing data (wet-lab) will be a straightforward and effective step.
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1. Introduction

Identification of disease-causing genes and their position in genomic regions is an intricate process [1] which required time and high laboratory expenditure's. The frequent strategy used to elucidate such target genes highly depend on a technique known as\textsuperscript{*} linkage analysis [2]. In this method genome scan is performed, associated with genetic marker to address the position of susceptible genes [3]. It is also used to map mendelian traits (monogenic) [2] and testing for the co-segregation of alleles for genetic markers [4].

Traditional approaches to find susceptible loci (position of a gene) and disease-causing genes in these regions are expensive, laborious and time consuming process. The presence of hundreds to thousands candidate genes in a single locus and the possibility of each gene as a potential target is the main obstacle to find out the culprit gene [3]. In this connection, it is painstaking to consider each candidate gene for experimental validations, without the probability of its involvement in disease. Refinement of locus could possibly reduce the boundary of mapped regions, however the end results may comprised of high number of candidate genes [3,5]

Moreover, already identified disease-causing genes are small in number as compare to discovered mapped loci for several genetic disorders [6]. One possible reason is the high cost associated with refining of mapped regions [3]. In this scenario, if the biological information, that correlate susceptible genes to different phenotype of interest may exclude from consideration, then the ratio of known disease causing genes over identified mapped loci will further decrease [6]. Geneticians are now utilizing computational strategies to perform efficient and quick analysis. These \textit{in-silico} approaches prioritized the candidate genes based on different criteria such as gene ontology, protein-protein interaction, sequence features, literature analysis or by high throughput data mining techniques retrieved from diverse public databases [7]. Computational methods show promising results in some cases, in contrast to blind approach used in the linkage analysis

Therefore, computer-aided techniques in combination with experimental validations may serve as a powerful mechanism to ranked the target genes [8] Genes that has direct or indirect biological association with in a particular phenotype of interest is known as candidate genes [9]

Human genome sequencing provides a gateway for the development of sophisticated computational approaches [10], which are mainly focused on data annotation and integration [11]. The fundamental concept of computerized candidate gene predictions state that similar phenotypes are related to the genes with same or associated functions [12]. Complex statistical methods are applied to rule out the potential candidate genes. This step rule out hundreds of candidate genes with maximum probability of involvement in disease phenotype and then short listed the biologically associated candidate genes within respective genetic disorder [13].

The most commonly used data sources for this purpose are semi-automated system, genotype-phenotype mapping methods, bipartite distribution of disease with non disease approach and hybrid techniques [14]. In addition to phenotypic data, protein–protein interactions and ontology data are also incorporated in some tools [15].

Currently three main approaches used computational method. Ontology, Computational and Integrated approach [16]. Ontology method is principally stands on the bioinformatics analyses for positional candidate gene prioritization [17]. Computation strategies comes under multiple web-resources methods to ranked the target gene involved in disease phenotype and utilized statistical algorithms include data-mining analysis [18], hidden Markov analysis [19], cluster analysis (similarity-based method) [20], kernel-based data fusion analysis [21], machine learning [22] and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classification algorithm [23].
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A hybrid technique consists of multiple digital resources or integration of most applicable data is employed to prioritize the diseased genes. This candidate identification approach cover experimental validations and database resources which may comprised of literature and gene ontology [24]. In addition it uses gene structure variation, DNA-protein interactions, protein-protein interactions (interactome), and signaling pathways [25]. Genes involved in pathway and gene ontology are identified by a combined analysis of integrated approach [26], text- and data-mining integrated method [27], and genetic maps and QTL combined analysis [28].

2. Bioinformatics Databases and Gene Identification

Comprehensive bioinformatics databases e.g. UCSC Genome browser [29], Ensembl Genome browser [30], National center for Biotechnology information (NCBI) [31], Gene Cards [32], Human protein reference database (HPRD) [33], BioGPS [34] and Online Mendelian inheritance in Man (OMIM) [35] provides useful on mapped loci and diseases causing genes.

2.1 Map Viewer: Retrieval of Genes on Mapped locus

Map viewer is an application of NCBI database and helpful to identify the genes present in mapped region of interest. List of cloned identified genes, predicted transcripts, pseudogenes and hypothetical proteins present can be easily extracted from Map Viewer (Homo sapiens Genome Build 37.1) [31].

2.2 Gene Cards: The Human Gene Database

GeneCards is an integrated database that provides information on all annotated and predicted human genes with domain, expression, functions, orthologs, paralogs, localization and pathways information [32].

2.3 Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD)

Human Protein Reference Database consist of human proteome information including protein domain, post-translation modification, protein-protein interactions and disease association for query protein [33]

2.4 BioGene Portal (BioGPS)

BioGPS is free gene annotation portal which gives complete information of molecular function, biological process and cellular location of query gene with related protein [34]

2.5 Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man: (OMIM)

Online inheritance in man database consists of a detail collection of known genes present in disease etiology, or catalogues all the known diseases with a genetic component. Updating of database is done on a regular basis. OMIM can be used to search the reported gene in the region of interest to develop a genotype-phenotype relation for concerned disease phenotype and then select the reported gene which has (i) role in disease (ii) clinical presentation related to the disease [35]

3. Diseased Gene Prediction Servers

3.1 PROSPECTR

PRiOrization by Sequence & Phylogenetic Extent of CandidaTe Regions (PROSPECTR) is free online available server that target sequence based approach on parameters like gene and protein length for sequence homology to discriminate the genes that may involve in disease with the genes with least chance of involvement on mapped loci. The input consist of the marker ID, base pair location, and cytgogenetic band to extract the list of genes present at the mapped locus, which in turn gives a prioritized list of candidate genes. The results comprised of (i) classification of gene being involved in disease phenotype or not (ii) Scoring criteria and (iii) contribution of the factor in scoring diseases. The example of candidate genes successfully identified by PROSPECTRE includes ABCA2, (Alzheimer's), COL4A1 and CO4A2 (osteoporosis), SLITs (Schizophrenia) [Source: (http://www.genetics.med.ed.ac.uk/prospectr/) [22].

3.2 Suspects

Suspects (http://www.genetics.med.ed.ac.uk/suspects/) deals with the genes appeared in particular trait and most probably share the same pathways , therefore a strong hint that these genes may likely share same domains, annotation and patterns of expression. Prioritized mapped genes can be retrieve with parameters like (i) sequence features (include BLAST to search protein coding regions) and (ii) gene ontology (iii) Interpro domains shared and (iv) gene expression profile. Online inheritance in man (OMIM), Human genome mutation database (HGMD) and Genetic Association database (GAD) are utilized to get information about disease gene and finally scored according to correlation of matching profiles. A list display which shows all the candidate genes,. Examples of candidate genes analyzed by suspect includes TLR3 on chromosome 4, a candidate gene in premature degenerative osteoarthropathy and COL11AB on chromosome 11 in deafness [36].

3.3 Endeavour

The Endeavour candidate gene identification web server (http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/endeavour) relies on three stages of training, scoring and fusion. Firstly, all reported genes are retrieve for target diseases and a set of genes present at linked locus. After that, scoring of each gene is perform by utilizing different parameters like gene annotations, protein interactions, sequence data, literature to build model set. Model sets generate and scored each candidate genes. Finally, global ranking represent the target genes [37] Selection of YPEL1 for wet lab experiments eventually confirmed the phenotypic association in zebra fish. [38] Five susceptible loci have been prioritized to disclose molecular link between disorders obesity and Type
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II diabetes [39].

3.4 Gene Wanderer

The Gene Wanderer is a protein – protein interaction (PPI) server. (http://compbio.charite.de/genewanderer/GeneWanderer). The prioritization of target genes are based on their presence in particular disease or phenotype. Gene Wanderer combines two sources of information for candidate gene predictions. First, a list of known disease causing genes are required. The second information is chromosomal location (linkage interval). Then gene hunting begins with any listed parameters such as (i) random walk, (ii) shortest path, (iii) diffusion kernel and (iv) interaction. For example, the protein interaction network used direct interaction and shortest path methods to identify the genes PSMB8 and PSMB9 as potential disease genes associated with bare lymphocyte syndrome type I [40].

3.5 Gene to Disease G2D

G2D, an online available web resource server (http://www.ogic.ca/projects/g2d_2/) for identification of causative genes. G2D take input of chromosomal region, DNA markers and base pair location. A data mining algorithm (fuzzy binary relations) is used to locate the disease gene. The candidate gene analysis strategy is the interaction of reported genes with the genes present in the chromosomal region on the basis of (i) phenotype, (ii) similarity to an already known gene and interaction with protein for inherited disorder. The scoring system relies on GO based on similarity (Relative scoring criteria) and R-Score. Reported examples based on G2D analysis is the ADAM9 gene present on chromosome 20 as a susceptible gene for asthma and the Amyloid beta A4 precursor protein binding as a candidate in Alzheimer's disease [18, 41].

3.6 Prioritizer (Positional Candidates Gene Prioritization)

A standalone software, Prioritizer stands on the principle of using functional human gene network. More than 70,000 predicted protein-protein interaction data is accessible to evaluate the disease causing gene by assuming the fact that limiting number of molecular pathways that contribute to disease etiology. Based on the fact that most genes are functionally related to each other, Prioritizer identifies the most plausible candidate gene in diseases phenotype (Sources: http://genenetwork.nl/prioritizer/download.php) [42].

4. Discussion

A hybrid approach of genetic mapping with computational/bioinformatics analysis is an important step to identify the most plausible candidate genes associated with genetic disorder [8, 5]. The large number of candidate genes present in loci and the traditional methods to evaluate each, one by one is a complicated task. To expedite the results, in silico techniques makes it easy to hunt the susceptible genes on mapped loci. Performance evaluation of (specificity and sensitivity) automated candidate gene prediction tools are complicate task because each individual group has its own set of control data [14]. Sequences and function based approaches are widely used to prioritize candidate genes. Many techniques employed both approaches. In first scenario (sequence based approach), different parameters were used i-e molecular function, cellular location, biological process, comparison with identify disease and association of disease literature in genome sequences, genotype-phenotype relation [5]. The second scenario take in to account the structural parameters like protein size, conservation and function [43]. Although usage of computational approaches towards disease gene identification is quite fascinating but a major concern about these prioritization methods are (i) expenditure and attempt in describing novel disease gene, most likely when comparing with disease loci which are not under consideration. As a result, execution of mostly algorithms used known disease genes data set [40] (ii) Gene ontology data is under development, and required exploration of hidden genome information (iii) Structural information is more reliable as compared to annotation data but gene specific information is not fully complied [44] (iv)Commonly, sequences analysis techniques have border application with no constraint [9] whereas function based methods has limitations when applying on novel diseases genes without experimentally proved data [45]. Availability of more protein-protein interaction data can managed this drawback and may provide help in accurate prediction of disease causing genes based on both direct and in-direction interactions.

Multiple techniques based on different data information for candidate gene analysis can be more favorable as compared to used same input data adopted by several methods. By considering this fact prediction of candidate gene can more accurate for mapped loci [5].

5. Conclusion

Current review suggests the integration of biological methods with mathematical, statistical and computational techniques to uncover the biological mystery of disease gene identification. This approach may provides an efficient analysis of candidate genes, present on mapped loci and may serve as a gateway to treat inherited disorders effectively.
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